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100 學期
Semester 1

課程大綱

English Conversation, Fall 2011
Instructor: Yaching Chen      
TEL: 2905-2000 ext. 2839 (answering machine 24 hours available)     

Texts:
* Idioms through Culture Skills, Andrew E. Bennett, Crane, 2003.
* The Oxford Picture Dictionary, Norma Shapiro & Jayme Adelson-Goldstein, 
Oxford University
  Press, 2009.
* Handouts from different articles and magazines

Course Description:
One of the major goals of this course is to assist students to develop the 
ability to speak English fluently and spontaneously through the use of 
correct expressions and conversational strategies.  Vocabulary for each 
related topic will be given so that students will have the proper expressions 
for that subject.  Then common expressions, such as idioms or sentence 
patterns, will be introduced.  Appropriate tape recordings will be played as 
models.  Cultural background will be briefly introduced as appropriate.

Methodology:
* Presentation as well as discussion of contents and models in the text.
* Listening to tapes, Q&A exercises, role-playing, news report, & story 
retelling.
* Group activities, games, debates, improvisations, etc.
 
Special Notes:
Students are expected to contribute to the learning sessions in the following 
ways:
* Attend all classes.
  Missing classes more than 6 hours will be marked as incomplete in your 
score.  Do call in
  for leave of absence before each class starts.  No excuses shall be taken 
afterwards.  
  2 % of the total score will be deducted for each unexcused absent hour and 
1% for each
  excused absent hour.  “Absent” will be marked after 20 minutes we start the 
class.
* Contribute to class discussions and activities.
* Accomplish every assignment to get your complete score for the semester.

Grading:
* Class participation: 50%   Class participation includes class attendance, 
assignments, 
  class discussion, individual performance,oral presentation, as well as pair 
and/or team
  work. 
* Quizzes: 25%
* Final examination: 25%  


